
Relevance AI

The home of your 
AI workforce



 The AI workforce will be the 
driving force of the next 
doubling of human prosperity.



 By 2025 every leading company will have 
hired at least 1 AI agent for their AI workforce.

”each American will have a dozen or more AI agents constantly running around the net with AI 
that is 10x more powerful.” - Vinod Khosla



 Teams will offload repetitive and time 
consuming tasks (60%-70%)* to the AI agents 
and focus on more unique and important work.

* mckinsey (https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/the-economic-
potential-of-generative-ai-the-next-productivity-frontier)



Some of our  customersLLM-powered



The platform for AI Workforce

RBAC Versioning SSO Audit trails Automatic scaling Backups SOC 2

Vendor agnostic Hosted API Hosted UI Multi-LLM provider support Prompt governance

AI Tools
Build AI Applications in minutes 

with no-code/low-code.
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AI Workforce
Bring multiple AI agents together to 

work collaboratively.
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AI Agent
Equip your Agents with tools to 

make them even more effective.
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The  AI-tool builder
 No-code/Low-code friendly builder for  to build expertly 

crafted AI tool

 Start building and automating work in hours end-to-en

 Choose any LLM: Anthropic, OpenAI, LLama (OSS) and more

Set up inputs

Question: How can I split videos?

Add new

Vector Search

Data: descript-docs

Query: [query]

Add new

GPT prompt

Context:  based on the above [vector search results]

context only, answer the question [query].

 Private proprietary vector database or bring your own vector 
database: pgvector, pinecone, redis, etc.

 50+ off the shelf templates built by experts for quick value 
and inspiratio

 API & Embeddable widge

 Relevance AI experts to help you create the best AI tools



Some examples:Some examples:

internal usage external usage (embedded)



The AI Agent 
Workforce

 Equip agents with tool

 Tool execution permissio

 Co-pilot vs Auto-pilot mod

 API and Embeddable Widge

 Deploy to slack, whatsapp and more



Security
 We use private LLMs like OpenAI Azure Models, that keeps 

your data private and secur

 We give you the option to anonymize data before sending 
to LLM

 We have guardrails functionality for LLMs to prevent 
malicious us

 We are Soc II Type 2 and GDPR Complian

 Deployment options

 Single Tenan

 Multi Tenan

 Private cloud (End of Q1 2024)

 For more info checkout:  
https://trust.relevanceai.com



Example of enterprise ready AI: 

PDF Q&A that must be hosted on-prem

Guardrails Microsoft Guidance Nvidia Guardrails Built-in

Deployed API

Relevance AI’s chain runtime orchestration

Azure Open AI Anthropic Cohere Stable Diffusion

Foundation model

Pinecone Built-in Redis Weaviate

Vector DB

Unstructured IO Deepgram Azure OCR Assembly AI

OCR

Validation

 Over 20,000 pages of documents 
about post project learnings, each 
containing mistakes and 
opportunities worth millions

 Using Relevance AI, Mirvac was able 
to build Q&A AI app that allowed 
anyone in the team to quickly digest 
and ask questions about previous 
projects, help preventing million dollar 
mistakes

 Today, Mirvac is expanding and 
building Apps for use cases across 
teams such as finance, sales and 
more.

ASX - MGR 

$8.8b market cap

1500+ employees



Example of purpose built AI:

Low latency audio transcription and classification

Amazon Redshift BigQuery Snowflake Databricks

Deployed API

Relevance AI’s chain runtime orchestration

Open AI Cohere Anthropic Stable Diffusion

Foundation model

Pinecone Built-in Weaviate Redis

Vector DB

Assembly AI Azure STT Unstructured IO Deepgram

Transcription

Data warehouse

 Over 20 sources of customer 
interaction data from interviews, 
social, surveys identified that takes 
teams months to analyze each 
source

 Using Relevance AI, Nine within a 
months was able to utilize purpose 
built automation to do the same 
work 50x faster

 Today, Nine is utilizing automation 
across multiple data modalities and 
use cases processing more data 
than ever.

ASX - NEC 

$3.5b market cap

4000+ employees


